M&P®9 M2.0® COMPACT
with CRIMSON TRACE® RAIL MASTER®
UNIVERSAL TACTICAL LIGHT

4.0” BARREL • 15 ROUNDS • 9 mm

NO THUMB SAFETY - SKU: 12411 • MANUAL THUMB SAFETY - SKU: 12412
M&P®9 M2.0™ COMPACT
with CRIMSON TRACE® RAIL MASTER®
UNIVERSAL TACTICAL LIGHT

4.0” BARREL • 15 ROUNDS • 9 mm

Crimson Trace® Rail Master® Universal Tactical Light

- Instant Activation™: Tap-On / Tap-Off
- 420 (high) or 110 (low) Lumen LED white light
- High output Cree® XPL LED
- Material: Anodized Aluminum
- Waterproof up to 1 meter
- Impact resistance up to 1 meter
- Modes: high, low, strobe, momentary
- Battery life:
  - 1 hr 5 min – 420 Lumens
  - 1 hr 50 min – 110 Lumens
- Weight: 4.1 oz with battery installed

Armornite® finish is a hardened nitride finish that provides:
- Enhanced corrosion resistance, greatly improved wear resistance, decreased surface roughness, reduced light reflection and increased surface lubricity. Armornite is used on many S&W® and M&P® products imparting a high level of protection internally and externally where applied.

SPECIFICATIONS

Model: M&P®9 M2.0™
SKU: 12411
Weight: 31.0 oz. (878.9 g)
Features: No Thumb Safety
UPC Code: 022188876925

Model: M&P®9 M2.0™
SKU: 12412
Weight: 30.9 oz. (876.0 g)
Features: Manual Thumb Safety
UPC Code: 022188876932

Two – 15-Round 9mm Magazines Included
SKU: 3008590
UPC Code: 02218874280

Total of four interchangeable palmswell grip inserts.

Includes two magazine sleeves for use with a 17-Round Full Size Magazine

OTHER FEATURES

- Low barrel bore axis makes the M&P pistol comfortable to shoot reducing muzzle rise and allowing for faster aim recovery.
- Optimal 18-degree grip angle for natural point of aim.
- Four interchangeable palmswell grip inserts for optimal hand fit and trigger reach - S, M, ML, L.
- Aggressive grip texture for enhanced control.
- New M&P M2.0™ crisp trigger with lighter trigger pull.
- Tactile and audible trigger reset.
- Accurate 1 in 10” twist M&P M2.0 barrel.
- Extended rigid embedded stainless steel chassis to reduce flex and torque when firing.
- Armornite® durable corrosion resistant finish.
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